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Group CEO’s focus
The last budget of the current legislature, entitled “Embracing
A Brighter Future Together As A Nation”, was delivered
by the Prime Minister, Minister of Home Affairs, External
Communications and National Development Unit, Minister of
Finance and Economic Development, the Honourable Pravind
Kumar Jugnauth on 10 June 2019. As expected, it is a cliché for
a government seeking to continue its transformation into a new
era of development.
Our team has summarized the highlights of the budget and has
provided an outlook on what can the budget change for you and
your business.
The financial sector is currently in a period of transition, last year
drastic changes were brought in the regulatory framework of the
global business sector, changes which are still being implemented
likewise the blueprint crafted to put forward Mauritius as a world
class IFC. What do we really need to boost the financial services
sector. More expert human capital, new products which are not
tax focused or a more certain business environment. Among the
proposed measures to rejuvenate the business environment, a
new framework for fund administration and fund management
will be devised. The FSC will be entering into agreement with the
Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (Gujrat being a state where
the average growth rate is nearly 10%, which is faster than India’s
GDP) to recognise Mauritian licensed funds and management
companies as qualified to operate in the Gujarat jurisdiction as
well. The diversified financial products presented provide for a
more attractive tax regime to promote the real estate investment
schemes, an umbrella licence for wealth management activities
and headquarters of e-commerce activities. To facilitate the
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conduct of business, a single window system will be set up at the
FSC for submission of global business applications. The inclusion
of Fintech in our financial hub in the form of Artificial Intelligence
integrated licences, fintech licensed service providers or crowd
funding is a welcomed move.
On the tax agenda, the income exemption threshold has drastically
increased for an individual for four or more dependents from
MUR 555,000 to MUR 600,000 and it is further appreciated that
a tax credit of 5% of chargeable income will be applicable for
an employee whose annual net income does not exceed MUR
700,000. In addition, the substance requirements allowing for
partial exemption benefit on the payment of taxes have been
clarified. To encourage peer to peer lending, a 5-year tax holiday
will be offered to its operators starting to work prior to 31st
December 2020 and the interest income received by an individual
from such lending will be subject to income tax at a reduced rate
of 3%. In an attempt to promote entrepreneurial tendencies in
the innovation field, a tax holiday of 8 years on income derived
from intellectual property assets developed in Mauritius has been
proposed. Another landmark measure relates to the exploitation
of marina business in terms of a tax holiday of 8 years and VAT
exemption.
From a sectorial perspective, a new category of entities has
emerged by the name of Mid-Market Enterprises (MMEs)
characterized by an annual turnover between Rs 50 million and
Rs 250 million and benefiting from a financing scheme where
MMEs will benefit from interest rate on newly loans acquired.
It is not to forget that being a welfare state, the government has
catered widely for a number of social measures which will please

the Mauritian population. With the advent of the “Jeux Des Iles de
L’Ocean Indien”, it should surprise no one that the emphasis on a
healthy lifestyle, the promotion of an active Mauritius for sports,
and modernizing infrastructure across the island have been highly
focused and lime lighted. Further the Mauritian population will no
doubt rejoice by the instantaneous decrease in the price of fuel
and by the increase in old aged pension by 8%.
Prior concluding let’s have a look at the macroeconomics trend. As
the Mauritian annual GDP growth rate has averaged 3.89 % from
2001 until 2018 and the economy is forecast to expand by 3.7 % to
4.1 % for the year 2019, which is relatively consistent compared to
the year 2018 and the projected real GDP growth (3.9%) according
to the International Monetary Fund World Economic Outlook
Database, April 2019.
We hope you will find the analysis on the Budget 2019 to be
insightful and wish to remind the readers that these proposals will
not become law until their enactment and may be amended during
voting sessions in the Parliament.

Nishi Kichenin
Group CEO - Founder - Director
JurisTax Holdings Ltd
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Foreword
On 10 June 2019, Hon. Pravind K. Jugnauth delivered the fifth
and final budget speech of the tenor of the current Government.
The Global Business sector has remained an ever-evolving sector
over the last decade. The National Budget 2018/ 2019 had
dramatically changed the global business ecosystem, whereby
amongst others we saw the introduction of the partial exemption
regime, the abolition of the Global Business Licence Category 2,
metamorphosis of the Global Business Licence Category 1 in line
with OECD set guidelines and harmonisation of the corporate
taxation regime of Mauritius.
From the recent statistics published by the Financial Services
Commission (“FSC”), the forecasted contribution to GDP of the
Global Business Sector approximated to 5.9% for the year as
compared to 5.7% for 2018 along with a forecasted growth rate
of 3.8% as compared to a growth rate of 4% in 2018.
In order to solidify the substance of global business companies in
Mauritius, the Prime Minister announced some amendments of
the Income Tax Act in the National Budget 2019/ 2020 such that
a company will not be considered as tax resident in Mauritius
if it is centrally managed and controlled outside Mauritius and
the rules governing controlled foreign company will be set out.
The detailed substance requirements that must be met in order
for a taxpayer to enjoy the partial exemption benefit has also
been defined. Where a company outsources its core income
generating activities, in order to allow it to take advantage of
the partial exemption regime, several conditions must be met,
such as the outsourced activities must be conducted in Mauritius
and so on. More information on these amendments are detailed
in this budget brief.
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Furthermore, the Prime Minister announced the inclusion of the
definition of Beneficial Ownership in line with the OECD principles
in several legislations amongst others such as the Companies
Act, The Income Tax Act, the Limited Partnership Act and the
Limited Liability Partnership Act.
The National Budget 2019/ 2020 also focused on the digitalization
of the sector as the Prime Minister announced the proposal
to upgrade the Regulatory Sandbox Licensing Framework for
Fintech activities. This enhances the attractiveness for investors
who are willing to invest in innovative products as there exists no
legal framework or adequate provisions under existing legislation
in Mauritius.
In order to sustain the protection of the interests of investors,
maintain the good reputation of Mauritius globally and to
strengthen the combat against Anti Money Laundering and
financing terrorism, the Prime Minister announced in the
National Budget the establishment of a Commission which will
be known as the ‘Financial Crime Commission’. This Commission
will ensure the continued good coordination between the FSC
and the International Commission Against Corruption (ICAC).
Additionally, Mauritius is rated as fully compliant with the OECD
standards on transparency and exchange of information for
tax purposes and successfully obtained an upgrade of 11 FATF
recommendations in the last ESAAMLG review report published
in April 2019, thus demonstrating significant progress in meeting
technical compliance.
The Minister of Finance also addressed deficiencies across several
legislations by consolidating good Corporate Governance
principles in line with international best practices notwithstanding

on the protection of the interests of minority investors and fairing
on gender equality on Boards of public companies. He encouraged
measures such as the disclosure of individual compensation of
directors in annual report and the payment of dividends within a
maximum period of 15 months subject to solvency test.
As an overview, the focus of the National Budget 2019/ 2020 was on
the increase in the pace of digitalization, wider range of products,
the stringent local and global compliance measures as well as the
move towards an improved corporate governance.
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Economic Snapshot
BUDGET ESTIMATES

Government Revenue

2019/20

Real GDP growth

Taxes

4.1%

Investment rate

MUR

104.7
bn

20.5 % of GDP

Inflation rate

1.5 %

Budget Deficit

3.2 % of GDP

Public Sector Debt

60 % of GDP
(By end of 2021)

MUR

Government Expenditure
MUR

17
bn

Capital
Expenditure

4

MUR

MUR

MUR

17.1

64.4
Others
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bn

bn

Education

MUR

10.7
bn

27
bn

bn

121.6
Recurrent
Expenditure

Social

Living
Standard

57.2

MUR

bn

MUR

6.3
bn

Grants
Other Revenue

MUR

13.1
bn

Health

Budget Deficit MUR16.9bn
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Financial Services - Empowering Substance Initiative
Amidst challenges coming from multiple fronts in the past years – the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (“OECD”), the European Union, close partner jurisdictions, amongst others, Mauritius had
embraced bold and innovative reforms in the 2018 budget.
The Government is pursuing its efforts in bringing Mauritius closer to a high-value substance-based International
Financial Centre (“IFC”) while thriving hard to shake off its tax haven tag.
The efforts are multiple and laudable – a more diversified product base in line with current global expectations
supported by a stronger AML-CFT framework and wrapped with an internationally-accepted tax framework.
The contour of this redesigned IFC will hopefully help in creating a stable and certain environment to ensure
a flow of healthy sustainable capital into the jurisdiction.

“
5

No harmful
feature in our
Tax Regimes
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”

Since 2008

“

Creation of new opportunities in our financial services

Fully compliant
with OECD
Standards

”

New rules and an attractive tax regime to promote the development of Real Estate Investment Trusts.

Umbrella licence for wealth management activities to explore the convergence of Private Banking and Wealth
Management Licence.
Scheme for headquartering of E-commerce activities.
Green financing in line with the ‘Marrakech Pledge’ – a continental coalition of African Capital Markets Regulators
and Exchanges committed to foster green financing on the continent.
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Financial Services
CONDUCT OF BUSINESS

PROMOTING OUR IFC

To facilitate conduct of business in the sector, a ‘single-window system’ will be
set up at the Financial Services Commission (“FSC”) to allow for submission of
documents for financial services and global business applications.

As per the ESAAMLAG follow up report on 24 May 2019, it is noted that Mauritius has
successfully obtained an upgrade of 11 FATF recommendations, thus showing significant
progress in meeting technical compliance.
To further develop our financial services sector and showcase Mauritius as a jurisdiction of
substance, several measures have been proposed to fight fraud, corruption and financial
crimes to increase investors’ confidence in our IFC amongst which are:

DIVERSIFICATION
Diversify the product base of our IFC by creating a new trading platform at the
SEM to non-listed medium-sized profitable enterprises that do not qualify for
listing on the official and DEM markets.

ACCESSIBILITY
Measures adopted to expand the accessibility of our products across the world:

Establishment of a new framework for fund administration and fund management.
Revamping existing Special Purpose Fund regime to ease access to new markets.
FSC entering into an agreement with the Gujarat International Finance Tec-City
to recognise Mauritian licensed funds and management companies as qualified to
operate in the Gujarat jurisdiction as well.
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Setting up of a Financial Crime Commission to ensure greater coordination and
coherence among the various investigative agencies.
Development of a financial data handling code of conduct to address cyber risks
by the FSC.
Introduction of industry-wide Practice Notes with respect to handling clients’
requests by the Bank of Mauritius, Financial Intelligence Unit and FSC.

Challenges for Global Business Companies

=

New requirement for substance initiative

+

New conditions on the outsourcing of a company’s core income generating activities

+

New set of rules on Controlled Foreign Companies
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FinTech
Over the last two years, there were few developments in the FinTech sector in the light of, amogst others, the
introduction of Regulatory sandbox Licence, the setting up of the Mauritius Africa Fintech Hub association
and the Custodian of digital assets Licence which launched a new race for innovative organization to emerge
and propose Fintech based solutions. And this budget follows the line of thought.

Thus the FSC will take the following measures:
Establish a Regime for Robotics and AI enabled financial services.
Introduce a new licence for Fintech Service Providers.
Encourage self regulations for fintech activities in consultation with the UNODC.
Introduce the use of e-signatures and e-licences on a pilot basis.
Create crowd funding as new licensable activity.

Our opinion:
By investing in further digitalization of its services (Ex: e-registration platform for public infrastructures, single
window system to submit documents to FSC, unique ID to all online public services platforms, introduction
of e-signatures), Mauritius is setting up the opportunity of using a centrally controlled database which could
prove valuable for several retailers to embrace the ever longing Holy grail : 100% online customer journey.
Regional wise, the never ending process of updating our regulatory framework to abide to AML/FT and the
collaboration with the United Nations Office on drugs and Crime will give Mauritius credibility in the region
to become a Fintech Hub (as we are as an IFC). Looking forward to the perspectives opened by the licensing
of the crowd funding activity, with the African market at our grasp : 80% of people living in Africa don’t have
bank accounts.
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Taxation

Personal Tax

Corporate Tax

Changes in the income exemption thresholds are set in the table below:

INCOME EXEMPTION THRESHOLD

Enterprises shall be able to deduct twice the amount invested in a fast charger for
electric car from its taxable income

TO

An individual with no dependent

305,000

310,000

An individual with one dependent

415,000

420,000

An individual with two dependents

480,000

500,000

An individual with three dependents

525,000

550,000

An individual with four or more dependents

555,000

600,000

A retired / disabled person with no dependent

355,000

360,000

Refinement of Taxation of Banks

A retired / disabled person with one dependent

465,000

470,000

Levy has been abolished on income generated by banks from Global Business
Companies under Value Added Tax Act;

Additional relief of MUR 50,000 to a retired or disabled person having more than one dependent.
Tax credit of 5% increase in the annual net income of an individual from MUR 650,000 to MUR 700,000.
Allowance for individual on purchase of fast charger for electric car.
Increase in the threshold for registration duty:
Free registration for first time buyer on the acquisition of bare land from MUR 2M to MUR 2.5M;
Full exemption for the first-time buyer for the purchase of an existing house or apartment from
MUR 4M to MUR 5M; and
No registration duty shall be payable on secured housing loan for an amount not exceeding from
MUR 2M to MUR 2.5M.

8

Enterprises may opt to pay 1% of its turnover or file traditional tax return (applicable
if the turnover is less than MUR 10M and for specific activities)
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The following income tax holidays have been granted:

8 years for the setup of a company developing a marina;
5 years for an e-commerce platform provided that the company is incorporated
in Mauritius before 30th June 2025; and
5 years for a Peer-to-Peer lending operator provided that the company starts
its operation prior to 31st December 2020.

Increase in levy from 4% to 4.5% if operating income (excluding from GBCs) is >
than Rs 1.2 billion in a year; a cap will apply to ensure no burden for excessive levy
amount.
Carry Forward of Unrelieved Tax Losses
Following change in beneficial ownership, unrelieved tax losses of a company could
henceforth be carried forward, with effect from 1st July 2018, in case of:
Manufacturing company if it is in the public interest and employment would be
safeguarded;
Other companies facing financial difficulty and which comply with imposed
conditions.
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Taxation

Value Added Tax

Citizens shall benefit from VAT Refund Scheme on the construction of their residence or the purchase of an apartment provided that the cost of construction of
a residence or the purchase price of an apartment has increased from MUR 4M to MUR 5M and the household income threshold has increased from MUR 2M to
MUR 3.5M
VAT refund to planters/ breeders has been extended to a list of equipment
VAT refund scheme on accommodation for events with at least 100 foreign attendees staying for a minimum of 3 nights for business meetings, conferences and
weddings
Management of insurance schemes
Bread has been reclassified from exempt to zero-rated good
VAT exemption shall be provided on the construction of marinas
Claim for repayment of input tax to VAT-registered for certain capital goods such as building, plant, machinery or equipment. Provision will be made to allow
repayment of VAT paid on goodwill on acquisition of a business and intangible assets such as software, patents or franchise agreement.

Other Taxes

No custom duties on importation of vans to be used as school buses;
Allowance of 150% of costs incurred by hotels on cleaning, renovation and embellishment works in the public real are allowed on their chargeable income;
Taxi operators will benefit from a duty-free car every 4 years instead of 5 years;
Change in basic commodities following in excise duties:

Mogas from MUR 47 per litre to MUR 44 per litre;
Diesel from MUR 38 per litre to MUR 35 per litre;

12 kg cylinder of cooking gas from MUR 240 to MUR 210.
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AGRO-INDUSTRY / FARMING

OCEANOGRAPHY

New scheme ‘CROP 2019’: All planter will benefit Rs 25,000 / tons for first 60 tons
of sugar accrued to them;

Increase of Rs 30 in the daily rate of bad weather allowance for fishermen;

50% will be waived on advances provided to planters for fertilizers though the
MCIA
Rs 15 M will be provided to the MCIA for the acquisition of equipment for sugarcane
harvesting of small planters; and

4-year tax holiday on income derived from bunkering of low Sulphur heavy fuel
oil; and
Better management of lobsters, squids and other commercial pelagic fish.

Assistance of World Bank to achieve sustainability in the sugar cane industry.

INFRASTRUCTURE
MAURITIUS AS A GREEN PARADISE
Extension of the subsidy under the bus modernisation scheme to the acquisition
of buses with fully electric engines;
Decrease of 10 % in excise duty on electric car (180 KW) and on plug in hybrid car
(between 5 % to 15 % depending on cylinder capacity);
Implementation of the ‘Waste to Energy Project’ to generate 20MW of electricity
from solid waste; and
An investment of Rs 32 M has been proposed for the collection of hazardous
waste to be exported.

Construction of a new terminal building of about 50,000m2 to cater for 8 million
passengers and further capabilities to accommodate 22 wide-bodied aircrafts
simultaneously;
A new road to connect Airport to Mahebourg directly
The development of an Airport city including new fully-fledged cargo terminal, a
solar farm in the vicinity of the airport and new infrastructure to train pilots and
license aircrafts maintenance engineers;
Investment of approximately Rs 12 billion to construct a breakwater at the port
and an additional Rs 2.2 billion at Fort William to accommodate around 120 ocean
going fishing vessels;
Embarkment on the second phase of the renovation of the Port Louis waterfront
estimated to Rs 200 million;
Rs 1.5 billion to finance the ongoing infrastructure of the roads and a further Rs
1.5 billion in the construction of new link roads and flyovers; and
Rs 72 million is being earmarked for the construction of 6 Multi User Games Area.
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SMEs

MANUFACTURING

Increasing the maximum loan amount under the DBM from Rs 250,000 to Rs
500,000 for micro enterprises;

Investment of Rs 120 M to revitalize the manufacturing sector and to sustain
Mauritius’ export competitiveness towards Europe; and

SME finance scheme from commercial banks and the suspension of trade fees to
be extended for next 3 years; and

EDB through ‘Idea Foundry’ has come up with new technology and processes to
increase productivity and meet modern requirement of the international market
(Investment of Rs 1 billion to achieve this target).

The grant of Rs 5,000 will be extended for another year for SMEs under the
certification of ‘Made in Moris’ label.

INTRODUCTION OF
MID-MARKET ENTERPRISES (MMES)
MMEs are categorized with an annual turnover between Rs 50 million and Rs 250
million with a Financing scheme where MMEs will benefit from interest rate on
newly loans acquired;
A line of credit facility for currencies such as USD and EURO will be introduced,
targeting the export factoring services; and
An extension of Lease Finance Scheme II to the MMEs in reducing the annual
interest rate from 6% to 4.25% has been proposed.
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HOSPITALITY / TOURISM
Rs 535M allocated to the MTPA to boost the tourism sector and an additional Rs
160M to re dynamize Shanghai and Kenya routes;
A Passenger Cruise Terminal Building with shopping and other facilities will be set
up to accommodate 4,000 cruises and inter island passengers;

Since 2008
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Social Measures & Others Aspects
HEALTH

SPORTS

Budget for public health sector MUR 13.1 billion

Investment of MUR 1.2 billion for the construction of 6 gymnasiums, 6 football
fields, 25 mini-football pitches across the island, 8 children playgrounds
amongst others, out of which MUR 72 million will be earmarked for the
construction of 6 Multi-User Games Area (MUGA)

Availability of real time medical history across all hospitals through the
implementation of E-health project
Construction of 12 new health centres

EDUCATION

EMPLOYMENT

MUR 17.1 billion allocated to the education sector with MUR 600 million being
for tertiary education

Introduction of a new Workers’ Rights Bill with a new mechanism for
computation of gratuity which shall recognise full length of service of a worker.

Set up of a 6-month AI Skills Development Programme for 100 students with
the support of the local universities and international experts by the Human
Resource Development Council (HRDC).

Public Companies and Statutory Bodies will be required to have at least one
woman on their board of directors in view of promoting gender equality.

Introduction of a post-study work visa for international students in Mauritius who
can now work for 3 years in Mauritius post their studies
The Université des Mascareignes will offer a Masters in AI and Robotics in
collaboration with Université de Limoges and Université de Nice in view of
promoting innovation

12

Establishment of a Sports Economic Commission at the EDB to foster
development of the new sector
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Introduction of a Significant Employers Scheme by the Economic Development
Board of Mauritius (‘EDB’) to support businesses. A foreign worker, employed
by a company under this scheme, will obtain an entry permit at arrival, valid for
a period not exceeding 3 months, allowing them to work while the employer
completes the occupational permit procedures.
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Social Measures & Others Aspects
PENSION

WELFARE

Increase in old aged pension from MUR 6,210 to MUR 6,710 as from January

MUR 27 billion earmarked for the Ministry of Social Security.

2020.

MUR 200 million budgeted for the implementation of a Medical Insurance
Scheme for public sector employees.

Increase in career allowance from MUR 3,000 to MUR 3,500 for approximately
23,000 bed ridden pensioners.

Issuance of 2 Silver Bonds for the elderly (Mauritian residents of 65 years and
above) to improve return on their savings with holders being paid interest
quarterly at a rate of 5.5% per annum.

HOUSING

Bedridden persons of 60 years and above (as opposed to 75 years) shall now be
eligible for domiciliary visits of doctors.

Introduction of measures to make National Housing Development Co Ltd
(NHDC) houses more affordable to a larger number of families and the
introduction of 2 new thresholds to reach out to more families
Household Monthly Income (MUR)

Subsidised by Government

10,000 – 15,000

60% instead of 50%

15,000 – 20,000

30% instead of 20%

Introduction of 2 new thresholds
20,000 – 25,000

25%

25,000 – 30,000

15%

Construction of 6,000 units on 16 sites around the country over the next 3 years,
with necessary amenities.
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Free internet for around 11,000 families listed on the Social Register of
Mauritius (SRM).

Removal of restriction of 3 confinements for maternity leave on full pay in the
public sector. Working mothers in the public service shall now be entitled to
permission for 6 months as from date of birth.

MUR 17.1 billion allocated to the education sector
Investment of MUR 1.2 billion to promote sports and physical activity
8% increase in old aged pension
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About Juristax
JurisTax is a financial services platform based in Mauritius,
giving our clients the comfort and confidence of dealing
with qualified and experienced professionals, who are
keen to support their success, dreams and ambitions.
We provide a consolidated and seamless approach
towards business structuring as well as corporate &
fiduciary services, including funds, family offices, private
wealth and asset management and corporate services.
Headquartered in Mauritius, JurisTax offers individuals,
families and businesses with discerning tastes a path
to financial freedom. Thanks to our extensive network
of partners and industry specialists - banks, law firms,
insurance and asset management companies and our
relentless entrepreneurial spirit, we guide clients through
the most complex business issues, from strategy to risk
management to the big questions of digital innovation
and succession planning.
Our philosophy is simple: we combine time-honored,
values-integrity, trust, passion-deep strategic insight and
a practical approach to drive value in your personal and
professional life.
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Our Services
FIDUCIARY
SERVICES

International Company Structuring & Formation
Structuring of Corporate & Estate Planning Vehicles
Corporate Services
Fund Administration

Ebene House
Hotel Avenue
33 Cybercity
Ebene, 72201
Republic of Mauritius

WEALTH
& FUTURE

Fund, Asset & Wealth Management Services
Work & Live in Mauritius
Pension Fund Administration
Family Office

Phone

OUTSOURCING
SERVICES

Accounting
Secretarial Support
HR & Payroll
Compliance & Risk Management
Infrastructure Support
Investor Relationship Management
Citizenship Services

: + (230) 465 5526

Mobile

: + (230) 5943 5526 | 525 755 26

Fax

: + (230) 468 1886

Email

: marketing@juristax.com

Website

: www.juristax.com

Follow us on

